Reconstructions of historical changes in glacier mass were obtained from a The model was used to calculate global future mass loss from mountain glaciers and its contribution to sea level rise under the warming climate 12 . The basic model structure and model application to calculate future projection at a global scale were included in a reference.
and model application to calculate future projection at a global scale were included in a reference.
We selected a total of 85 glaciers for which the absolute error of modeled mean annual mass changes in the simulation was < 30% (Supplementary Table S4 ). A comparison of observed and the reconstructed mass changes of the five selected glaciers showed that HYOGA2 reasonably represented temporal variation of glacier mass change (Fig.   S2 ).
Evaluating detection and attribution using the reconstructed glacier mass change
Due to the limited available long-term observations of glacier mass change, we applied an optimal fingerprinting method to reconstructed mass of 85 widely distributed glaciers. To validate the methodology, we compared the regression coefficients of the ordinal (formal) optimal fingerprinting when using observed glacier masses at five glaciers or reconstructed glacier masses. The direction of β (positive or negative) was 
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